Emplo.com cookies list
Setting party

Name of a cookie file
NID

Google
_ga
_gid
test_cookie

Doubleclick
IDE

encja.com
(iPresso
system)

emplo.com

This cookie is used to check whether
user's internet browser supports
cookies.
This cookie used by Google
Doubleclick to register and report
user's activities after displaying or
clicking on any of ads in the network
in order to measure the efficiency
and optimizing ads targeting.

Cookie storing data about user's
website navigation, responsiveness
and other data gathered in order to
mp_mixpanel__c
improve website quality and
relevancy.
A cookie installed in order to monitor
_contactcookiepixel%random%
user's activity.
Unique, anonymous session
PHPSESSID
identifier.
Session cookies, e.g. used when
lead_session
user who already filled a form, comes
wp_lead_uid
back on a website to see
inbound_referral_site
prepopulated fields.
This cookie is used in connection
_dc_gtm_UA-4%random%
with Google Tag Manager usage by
emplo.
tplis_cl_cookie_policy_accepte Cookie installed after acceptance of
d
a cookie policy on emplo websites.
Cookie used to monitor source,
PrometeuszReffererPage
medium and referring website. We
PrometeuszTrafficMedium
use this data to deeper analyze visits
PrometeuszTrafficSource
on emplo websites.
Cookie used to prevent attacks from
wordfence_verifiedHuman
mailcious bots.
Third party cookie tied with Zilla Likes
zilla_likes_%id%
tool. Cookie verifies which user liked
which posts.
PHPSESSID
Anonymous unique session identifier.
ubvt
mp_%random%_mp

Mixpanel

Purpose of a cookie
NID type of cookie contains a unique
identifier to remember user's
preferences regarding language,
number of search results on a page
or Google SafeSearch filter settings.
These Google Analytics cookies are
used to distinct users in order to
properly collect website visits.
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Addthis.com
di2

Cookies installed by Unbounce emplo's technological partner. They
are used in order to monitor landing
page's popularity and to identify if the
user is new or returning to our
websites.
Cookies used to analyze the way the
website is used and to enable users
to leave comments and be engaged
in discussions. Disqus cookie distinct
unique users and enable logging into
Disqus system.

By using cookies Twitter may be
collecting data that enables them to
display more relevant ads.

By using cookies Facebook may be
collecting data that enables them to
display more relevant ads.
Unique user identifier in external ad
system, used for conversion tracking
and anonymous user distinction.
Cookie used to verify if user's
internet browser supports cookies.
Unique cookie identifier in external
ad system.
In this cookie file vimeo stores user's
preferences regarding player
settings.
Vimeo monitoring identifier.
Vimeo user identifier.
This cookie is used to store
information which widgets were
displayed to each user.
This cookie is used to identify user's
browser data, operating system, IP
and the displayed page.
This cookie is used to distinct users.
Cookie used to identify user's
session and adding it to a sample for
analytical purposes.
Cookie used for modelling users'
interests.
Cookie, thanks to which the user
sees actual number of content
shares after sharing it.
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Maintenance cookie that helps
managing expiration for other
cookies.
Cookie used for geolocation on a
country level.
Cookies used to register social and
sharing activities of a user.
Cookie used to optimize content
sharing settings of a user.
Cookie used to recoginze the
returning user.
Cookie that tracks user logins to the
AddThis Service.
Used by AddThis to record userspecified sharing preferences.
Cookie used to distinct users and
measuring visits frequency.
Cookie enabling sharing content
online. Stores actual number of
shares of a specified content.
This cookie enables user to see a
real number of shares after the
content is shared.
No available data.
This cookie registers which content
was shared by user.
This cookie collects anonymized
statistical data about user's activity in
social media.

